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We introduce a Bayesian approach to discovering patterns in structurally complex processes. The
proposed method of Bayesian Structural Inference (BSI) relies on a set of candidate unifilar hidden
Markov model (uHMM) topologies for inference of process structure from a data series. We employ
a recently developed exact enumeration of topological ε-machines. (A sequel then removes the
topological restriction.) This subset of the uHMM topologies has the added benefit that inferred
models are guaranteed to be ε-machines, irrespective of estimated transition probabilities. Properties
of ε-machines and uHMMs allow for the derivation of analytic expressions for estimating transition
probabilities, inferring start states, and comparing the posterior probability of candidate model
topologies, despite process internal structure being only indirectly present in data. We demonstrate
BSI’s effectiveness in estimating a process’s randomness, as reflected by the Shannon entropy rate,
and its structure, as quantified by the statistical complexity. We also compare using the posterior
distribution over candidate models and the single, maximum a posteriori model for point estimation
and show that the former more accurately reflects uncertainty in estimated values. We apply BSI to
in-class examples of finite- and infinite-order Markov processes, as well to an out-of-class, infinite-
state hidden process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Emergent patterns are a hallmark of complex, adaptive

behavior, whether exhibited by natural or designed sys-

tems. Practically, discovering and quantifying the struc-

tures making up emergent patterns from a sequence of

observations lies at the heart of our ability to understand,

predict, and control the world. But, what are the statisti-

cal signatures of structure? A common modeling assump-

tion is that observations are independent and identically

distributed (IID). This is tantamount, though, to assum-

ing a system is structureless. And so, pattern discovery

depends critically on testing when the IID assumption is

violated. Said more directly, successful pattern discovery

extracts the (typically hidden) mechanisms that create

departures from IID structurelessness. In many applica-

tions, the search for structure is made all the more chal-

lenging by limited available data. The very real conse-

quences, when pattern discovery is done incorrectly with

finite data, are that structure can be mistaken for ran-

domness and randomness for structure.

The search for meaningful or appropriate structure to

describe the mechanisms generating observed data is fun-

damental to all areas of science. Due to this central im-

portance, a wide variety of approaches to finding struc-
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ture or topology has resulted from focusing on different

types of data, as well as from varying assumptions about

the appropriate type of mathematical model for the sys-

tem of interest. Before introducing a specific type of data

and our model classes, it is helpful to point the inter-

ested reader to complementary efforts on structural infer-

ence. Examples include employing information-theoretic

measures to infer nonlinear ordinary differential equa-

tions (ODEs) [1] and particle filtering to infer ODEs and

continuous-time Markov processes [2], as well as a vari-

ety of hybrid Bayesian techniques [3, 4]. Beyond specific

methods of structural inference, some have discussed why

modeling works and how it can be difficult [5, 6]. Though

incomplete as a broad overview of structural inference

in different settings, the above references and citations

therein provide a useful starting point.

Here, we develop an approach to pattern discovery

that attempts to remove the confusions between ran-

domness and structure, focusing on data series consisting

of a sequence of symbols from a finite alphabet. That

is, we wish to discover temporal patterns, as they oc-

cur in discrete-time and discrete-state time series. (The

approach also applies to spatial data exhibiting one-

dimensional patterns.) Inferring structure from data se-

ries of this type is integral to many fields of science

ranging from bioinformatics [7, 8], dynamical systems

[9–12], and linguistics [13, 14] to single-molecule spec-

troscopy [15, 16], neuroscience [17, 18], and crystallog-

raphy [19, 20]. Inferred structure assumes a meaning
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distinctive to each field. For example, in single molecule

dynamics structure reflects stable molecular configura-

tions, as well as the rates and types of transition between

them. In the study of coarse-grained dynamical systems

and linguistics, structure often reflects forbidden words

and relative frequencies of symbolic strings that make

the language or dynamical system functional. Thus, the

results of successful pattern discovery teach one much

more about a process than models that are only highly

predictive.

Our goal is to infer structure using a finite data sam-

ple from some process of interest and a set of candidate

ε-machine model topologies. This choice of model class is

made because ε-machines provide optimal prediction as

well as being a minimal and unique representation [21].

In addition, given an ε-machine, structure and random-

ness can be quantified using the statistical complexity

Cµ and Shannon entropy rate hµ. Previous efforts to

infer ε-machines from finite data include subtree merging

(SM) [22], ε-machine spectral reconstruction (εMSR) [23],

and causal-state splitting reconstruction (CSSR) [24, 25].

These methods produce a single, best-estimate of the ap-

propriate ε-machine given the available data.

The following develops a distinctively different ap-

proach to the problem of structural inference—Bayesian

Structural Inference (BSI). BSI requires a data series

D and a set of candidate unifilar hidden Markov model

(uHMM) topologies, which we denote M. However, for

our present goal of introducing BSI, we consider only a

subset of unifilar hidden Markov models—the topological

ε-machines—that are guaranteed to be ε-machines irre-

spective of estimated transition probabilities [26]. Unlike

the inference methods cited above, BSI’s output is not a

single best-estimate. Instead, BSI determines the poste-

rior probability of each model topology conditioned on D

and M. One result is that many model topologies are vi-

able candidates for a given data set. The shorter the data

series, the more prominent this effect becomes. We ar-

gue, in this light, that the most careful approach to struc-

tural inference and estimation is to use the complete set

of model topologies according to their posterior probabil-

ity. Another consequence, familiar in a Bayesian setting,

is that principled estimates of uncertainty—including un-

certainty in model topology—can be straightforwardly

obtained from the posterior distribution.

The methods developed here draw from several fields,

ranging from computational mechanics [21] and dynam-

ical systems [27–29] to methods of Bayesian statistical

inference [30]. As a result, elements of the following will

be unfamiliar to some readers. To create a bridge, we

provide an informal overview of foundational concepts in

Sec. II before moving to BSI’s technical details in Sec.

III.

II. PROCESS STRUCTURE, MODEL

TOPOLOGIES, AND FINITE DATA

To start, we offer a nontechnical introduction to struc-

tural inference to be clear how we distinguish (i) a process

and its inherent structure from (ii) model topology and

these from (iii) sampled data series. A process represents

all possible behaviors of a system of interest. It is the ob-

ject of our focus. Saying that we infer structure means

we want to find the process’s organization—the internal

mechanisms that generate its observed behavior. How-

ever, in any empirical setting we only have samples of

the process’s behavior in the form of finite data series.

A data series necessarily provides an incomplete picture

of the process due to the finite nature of the observa-

tion. Finally, we use a model or, more precisely, a model

topology to express the process’s structure. The model

topology—the set of states and transitions, their con-

nections and observed output symbols—explicitly repre-

sents the process’s structure. Typically, there are many

model topologies that accurately describe the probabilis-

tic structure of a given process. ε-Machines are special

within the set of accurate models, however, in that they

are the model topology that provides the unique and min-

imal representation of process structure.

To ground this further, let’s graphically survey differ-

ent model topologies and consider what processes they

represent and how they generate finite data samples. Fig-

ure 1 shows models with one or two states that gener-

ate binary processes—observed behavior is a sequence of

0s and 1s. For example, the smallest model topology is

shown in Fig. 1(a) and represents the IID binary process.

This model generates data by starting in state A and out-

puts a 0 with probability p and a 1 with probability 1−p,
always returning to state A.

A more complex model topology, shown in Fig. 1(g),

has two states and four edges. In this case, when the

model is in state A it generates a 0 with probability p

and returns to state A, or it generates a 1 with proba-

bility 1 − p and moves to state B. When in state B, a

0 is generated with probability q and 1 with probability

1−q, moving to state A in both cases. If p 6= q this model

topology represents a unique, structured process. How-

ever, if p = q the probability of generating a 0 or 1 does

not depend on states A and B and the resulting process

is IID. Thus, this model topology with p = q becomes an

overly verbose representation of the IID process, which

requires only a single state—the topology of Fig. 1(a).

This setting of the transition probabilities is an example

where a model topology describes the probabilistic be-

havior of a process, but does not reflect the structure. In

fact, the model topology in Fig. 1(g) is not an ε-machine

when p = q. Rather, the process structure is properly
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(a) n1k2id3

A p|01− p|1

(b) n2k2id3

A

B

1|1 1|0

(c) n2k2id4

A

B

1|1 p|0 1− p|1

(d) n2k2id5

A

B

1|1 p|0

1− p|1

(e) n2k2id7

A

B

1|1 1− p|1

p|0

(f) n2k2id12

A

B

p|0

1− p|1 1|0

(g) n2k2id13

A

B

p|0

1− p|1 q|0
1− q|1

(h) n2k2id14

A

B

p|0
1− p|1

q|0

1− q|1

(i) n2k2id16

A

B

p|0

1− p|1 1− q|1

q|0

(j)n2k2id22

A

B

1|0 p|0 1− p|1

(k) n2k2id23

A

B

1|0 p|0

1− p|1

(l) n2k2id31

A

B

1− p|1

p|0 q|0 1− q|1

(m) n2k2id32

A

B

1− p|1

p|0 q|0

1− q|1

(n) n2k2id40

A

B

1− p|1 p|0 1− q|1q|0

FIG. 1. All binary, unifilar hidden Markov model topologies with one or two states. Each topology, designated (a) through
(n), also has a unique label that provides the number of states n = 1, 2, the alphabet size k = 2, and a unique id that comes
from the algorithm used to enumerate all possible model topologies [26]. Model edges are labeled with a transition probability
and output symbol using the format: probability | symbol.

represented by Fig. 1(a), which is.

This example and other cases where specific model

topologies are not minimal and unique representations

of a process’s structure motivate identifying a subclass

of model topologies. All model topologies in Fig. 1 are

unifilar hidden Markov models (defined shortly). How-

ever, the six model topologies with two states and four

edges, Fig. 1(g-i, l-n), are not minimal when p = q. As

with the previous example, they all become overly com-

plex representations of the IID process for this parame-

ter setting. Excluding these uHMMs leaves a subset of

topologies called topological ε-machines, Fig. 1(a-f,j-k),

that are guaranteed to be minimal and unique representa-

tions of process structure for any transition probabilities

setting, other than 0 or 1. Partly to emphasize the role of

process structure and partly to simplify technicalities, in

this first introduction to BSI we only consider topological

ε-machines. A sequel lifts this restriction, adapting BSI

to work with all ε-machines.

In this way, we see how a process’s structure is ex-

pressed in model topology and how possible ambiguities

arise. This is the forward problem of statistical infer-

ence. Now, consider the complementary inverse prob-

lem: Given an observed data series, find the model topol-

ogy that most effectively describes the unknown process

structure. In a Bayesian setting, the first step is to iden-

tify those model topologies that can generate the ob-

served data. As just discussed, we do this by choosing a

specific model topology and start state and attempting

to trace the hidden-state path through the model, using

the observed symbols to determine the edges to follow.

If there is a path for at least one start state, the model

topology is a viable candidate. This process is repeated

for each model topology in a specified set, such as that

displayed in Fig. 1. The procedure that lists, and tests,

model topologies in a set of candidates we call enumera-

tion.

To clarify the procedure for tracing hidden-state paths

let’s consider a specific example of observed data consist-

ing of the short binary sequence:

11101100111101111001 . (1)

If tested against each candidate in Fig. 1, eight of the
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fourteen model topologies are possible: (a, e, g-i, l-n).

For example, using Fig. 1(i) and starting in state A, the

observed data is generated by the hidden-state path:

ABABBABBBABABBABABBBA . (2)

One way to describe this path—one that is central to

statistical estimation—is to count the number of times

each edge in the model was traversed. Using n(σx|σ0)

to denote the number of times that symbol x is gener-

ated using an edge from state σ given that the sequence

starts in state σ0, we obtain: n(A0|A) = 0, n(A1|A) = 7,

n(B0|A) = 6, and n(B1|A) = 7, again assuming σ0 = A.

Similar paths and sets of edge counts are found for the

eight viable topologies cited above. These counts are the

basis for estimating a topology’s transition and start-

state probabilities. From these, one can then calculate

the probability that each model topology produced the

observed data series—each candidate’s posterior proba-

bility.

By way of outlining what is to follow, let’s formalize

the procedure just sketched in terms of the primary goal

of estimating candidates’ posterior probabilities. First,

Sec. III recapitulates what is known about the space

of structured processes, reviewing how they are repre-

sented as ε-machines and how topological ε-machines are

exactly enumerated. Then, Sec. IV adapts Bayesian in-

ference methods to this model class, analyzing transition

probability and start state estimation for a single, known

topology. Next, setting the context for comparing model

topologies, it explores the organization of the prior over

the set M of candidate models. Section IV closes with

a discussion of how to estimate various process statistics

from functions of model parameters. Finally, Sec. V ap-

plies BSI to a series of increasingly complex processes: (i)

the Golden Mean Process, a finite-order Markov process,

(ii) the Even Process, an infinite-order Markov process,

and, finally, (iii) the Simple Nonunifilar Source (SNS), an

infinite-memory process. Although these example pro-

cesses appear simple at first glance, the range of dynam-

ics is substantial. The Golden Mean Process is a simple

(first order) Markov chain, meaning that each state corre-

sponds to the previous observed symbol [31]. Although

the Even Process has two states when illustrated as a

uHMM, a Markov chain representation would require an

infinite number of states. Finally, the SNS, because it

is nonunifilar, would take an infinite number of states

to represent as a uHMM. This example is truly out of

class and it is not possible to capture the structure of

the SNS using the set of topological ε-machines. Given

these varied data sources, we illustrate BSI’s effective-

ness by emphasizing its ability to accurately estimate a

process’s randomness (Shannon entropy rate hµ) in all

examples and stored information (statistical complexity

Cµ) in all examples except the SNS.

III. STRUCTURED PROCESSES

We describe a system of interest in terms of its ob-

served behavior, following the approach of computa-

tional mechanics, as reviewed in [21]. Again, a pro-

cess is the collection of behaviors that the system pro-

duces. A process’s probabilistic description is a bi-infinite

chain of random variables, denoted by capital letters

. . . Xt−2Xt−1XtXt+1Xt+2 . . .. A realization is indi-

cated by lowercase letters . . . xt−2 xt−1 xt xt+1 xt+2 . . ..

We assume the value xt belongs to a discrete alphabet

X . We work with blocks Xt:t′ = Xt . . . Xt′−1, where the

first index is inclusive and the second exclusive.

ε-Machines were originally defined in terms of predic-

tion, in the so-called history formulation [21, 22]. Given

a past realization x−∞:t = . . . xt−2 xt−1 and future ran-

dom variables Xt:∞ = XtXt+1 . . ., the conditional distri-

butions P(Xt:∞|x−∞:t) define the predictive equivalence

relation over pasts:

x−∞:t ∼ x−∞:t′ ⇔ P(Xt:∞|x−∞:t)=P(Xt′:∞|x−∞:t′).

(3)

Within the history formulation, a process determines the

ε-machine topology through ∼: The causal states S are

its equivalence classes and these, in turn, induce state-

transition dynamics [21]. This way of connecting a pro-

cess and its ε-machine influenced previous approaches to

structural inference [22, 25, 32].

The ε-machine generator formulation, an alternative,

was motivated by the problem of synchronization [33,

34]. There, an ε-machine topology defines the process

that can be generated by it. Recently, the generator and

history formulations were proven to be equivalent [35].

Although, the history view is sometimes more intuitive,

the generator view is useful in a variety of applications,

especially the approach to structural inference developed

here.

Following [33–35], we start with four definitions that

delineate the model classes relevant for temporal pattern

discovery.

Definition 1. A finite-state, edge-labeled hidden

Markov model (HMM) consists of:

1. A finite set of hidden states S = {σ1, . . . , σN}.
2. A finite output alphabet X .

3. A set of N × N symbol-labeled transition matri-

ces T (x), x ∈ X , where T
(x)
i,j is the probability of

transitioning from state σi to state σj and emitting

symbol x. The corresponding overall state-to-state

transition matrix is denoted T =
∑
x∈X T

(x).
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Definition 2. A finite-state, edge-labeled, unifilar HMM

(uHMM) is a finite-state, edge-labeled HMM with the fol-

lowing property:

• Unifilarity: For each state σi ∈ S and each symbol

x ∈ X there is at most one outgoing edge from state

σi that outputs symbol x.

Definition 3. A finite-state ε-machine is a uHMM with

the following property:

• Probabilistically distinct states: For each pair of

distinct states σk, σj ∈ S there exists some finite

word w = x0x1 . . . xL−1 such that:

P(w|σ0 = σk) 6= P(w|σ0 = σj) .

Definition 4. A topological ε-machine is a finite-state

ε-machine where the transition probabilities for leaving

each state are equal for all outgoing edges.

These definitions provide a hierarchy in the model

topologies to be considered. The most general set (Def. 1)

consists of finite-state, edge-labeled HMM topologies

with few restrictions. These are similar to models em-

ployed in many machine learning and bioinformatics ap-

plications; see, e.g., [7]. Using Def. 2, the class of HMMs

is further restricted to be unifilar. The inference methods

developed here apply to all model topologies in this class,

as well as all more restricted subclasses. As a point of

reference, Fig. 1 shows all binary, full-alphabet (able to

generate both 0s and 1s) uHMM topologies with one or

two states. If all states in the model are probabilistically

distinct, following Def. 3, these model topologies are also

valid generator ε-machines. Whether a uHMM is also a

valid ε-machine often depends on the specific transition

probabilities for the machine; see Sec. II for an example.

This dependence motivates the final restriction to topo-

logical ε-machines (Def. 4), which are guaranteed to be

minimal even if transition probabilities are equal.

Here, we employ the set of topological ε-machines for

structural inference. Although specific settings of the

transition probabilities are used to define the set of al-

lowed model topologies this does not affect the actual in-

ference procedure. For example, in Fig. 1 only (a-f, j-k)

are topological ε-machines. However, the set of topolog-

ical ε-machines does exclude a variety of model topolo-

gies that might be useful for general time-series inference.

For example, when Def. 4 is applied, all processes with

full support (all words allowed) reduce to a single-state

model. However, broadening the class of topologies be-

yond the set considered here is straightforward and so

we address extending the present methods to them in a

sequel. The net result emphasizes structure arising from

the distribution’s support and guarantees that inferred

States ε-Machines

n Fn,2

1 1
2 7
3 78
4 1,388
5 35,186

TABLE I. Size Fn,2 of the enumerated library of full-alphabet,
binary topological ε-machines from one to five states. Repro-
duced with permission from [26].

models can be interpreted as valid ε-machines. And, the

goal is to present BSI’s essential ideas for one class of

structured processes—the topological ε-machines.

The set of topological ε-machines can be exactly and

efficiently enumerated [26], motivating the use of this

model class as our first example application of BSI. Table

I lists the number Fn,k of full-alphabet topologies with

n = 1, . . . , 5 states and alphabet size k = 2. Compare

this table with the model topologies in Fig. 1, where all

n = 1 and n = 2 uHMMs are shown. Only Fig. 1(a-f,j-

k) are topological ε-machines, accounting for the differ-

ence between the eight models in the table above and the

fourteen in Fig. 1. For comparison, the library has been

enumerated up to eight states, containing approximately

2 × 109 distinct topologies. However, for the examples

to follow we employ all 36, 660 binary model topologies

up to and including five states as the candidate basis for

structural inference.

IV. BAYESIAN INFERENCE

Previously, we developed methods for kth-order

Markov chains to infer models of discrete stochastic pro-

cesses and coarse-grained continuous chaotic dynamical

systems [12, 36]. There, we demonstrated that correct

models for in-class data sources could be effectively and

parsimoniously estimated. In addition, we showed that

the hidden-state nature of out-of-class data sources could

be extracted via model comparison between Markov or-

ders as a function of data series length. Notably, we also

found that the entropy rate can be accurately estimated,

even when out-of-class data was considered.

The following extends the Markov chain methods to

the topologically richer model class of unifilar hidden

Markov models. The starting point depends on the

unifilar nature of the HMM topologies considered here

(Def. 2)—transitions from each state have a unique emit-

ted symbol and destination state. As we demonstrated in

Sec. II unifilarity also means that, given an assumed start

state, an observed data series corresponds to at most
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one path through the hidden states. The ability to di-

rectly connect observed data and hidden-state paths is

not possible in the more general class of HMMs (Def. 1)

because they can have many, often exponentially many,

possible hidden paths for a single observed data series.

In contrast, as a result of unifilarity, our analytic meth-

ods previously developed for “nonhidden” Markov chains

[36] can be applied to infer uHMMs and ε-machines by

adding a latent (hidden) variable for the unknown start

state. We note in passing that for the more general class

of HMMs, including nonunifilar topologies, there are two

approaches to statistical inference. The first is to convert

them to a uHMM (if possible), using mixed states [37].

The second is to use more conventional computational

methods, such as Baum-Welch [38].

Setting aside these alternatives for now, we formalize

the connection between observed data series and a can-

didate uHMM topology discussed in Sec. II. We assume

that a data series D0:T = x0x1 . . . xT−2xT−1 of length T

has been obtained from the process of interest, with xt
taking values in a discrete alphabet X . When a specific

model topology and start state are assumed, a hidden-

state sequence corresponding to the observed data can

sometimes, but not always, be found. We denote a hid-

den state at time t as σt and a hidden-state sequence cor-

responding to D0:T as S0:T+1 = σ0σ1 . . . σT−1σT . Note

that the state sequence is longer than the observed data

series since the start and final states are included. Us-

ing this notation, an observed symbol xt is emitted when

transitioning from state σt to σt+1. For example, us-

ing the observed data in Eq. (1), a hidden-state path

corresponding to Eq. (2) can be obtained by assuming

topology Fig. 1(i) and start state A.

We can now write out the probability of an observed

data series. We assume a stationary uHMM topology

Mi with a set of hidden states σi ∈ Si. We add the sub-

script i to make it clear that we are analyzing a set of dis-

tinct, enumerated model topologies. As demonstrated in

the example from Sec. II, edge counts n(σix|σi,0) are ob-

tained by tracing the hidden-state path given an assumed

start state σi,0. Putting this all together, the probabil-

ity of observed data D0:T and corresponding state-path

S0:T+1 is:

P(S0:T+1, D0:T ) = p(σi,0) (4)

×
∏
σi∈Si

∏
x∈X

p(x|σi)n(σix|σi,0) .

A slight manipulation of Eq. (4) lets us write the prob-

ability of observed data and hidden dynamics, given an

assumed start state σi,0, as:

P(S0:T+1, D0:T |σi,0) =
∏
σi∈Si

∏
x∈X

p(x|σi)n(σix|σi,0) . (5)

The development of Eq. (5) and the simple example pro-

vided in Sec. II lay the groundwork for our application

of Bayesian methods. That is, given topology Mi and

start state σi,0, the probability of observed data D0:T

and hidden dynamics S0:T+1 can be calculated. For the

purposes of inference, the combination of observed and

hidden sequences is our data D = (D0:T , S0:T+1).

A. Inferring Transition Probabilities

The first step is to infer transition probabilities for a

single uHMM or topological ε-machine Mi. As noted

above, we must assume a start state σi,0 so that edge

counts n(σi, x|σi,0) can be obtained from D0:T . This re-

quirement means that the inferred transition probabili-

ties also depend on the assumed start state. At a later

stage, when comparing model topologies, we demonstrate

that the uncertainty in start state can be averaged over.

The set {θi} of parameters to estimate consists of those

transition probabilities defined to be neither one nor zero

by the assumed topology: θi = {0 < p(x|σi, σi,0) < 1 :

σi ∈ S∗i , σi,0 ∈ Si}, where S∗i ⊆ Si is the subset of

hidden states with more than one outgoing edge. The

resulting likelihood follows directly from Eq. (5):

P(D|θi, σi,0,Mi) =
∏
σi∈Si

∏
x∈X

p(x|σi, σi,0)n(σi,x|σi,0), (6)

We note that the set of transition probabilities used in

the above expression are unknown when doing statisti-

cal inference. However, we can still write the probabil-

ity of the observed data given a setting for these un-

known values, as indicated by the notation for the like-

lihood: P(D|θi, σi,0,Mi). Although not made explicit

above, there is also a possibility that the likelihood van-

ishes for some, or all, start states if the observed data

is not compatible with the topology. For example, if we

attempt to use Fig. 1(d) for the observed data in Eq. (1)

we find that neither σi,0 = A nor σi,0 = B leads to viable

paths for the observed data, resulting in zero likelihood.

For later use, we denote the number of times a hidden

state is visited by n(σi • |σi,0) =
∑
x∈X n(σi, x|σi,0).

Equation (6) exposes the Markov nature of the dy-

namics on the hidden states and suggests adapting the

methods we previously developed for Markov chains [36].

Said simply, states that corresponded there to histories

of length k for Markov chain models are replaced by a

hidden state σi. Mirroring the earlier approach, we em-
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ploy a conjugate prior for transition probabilities. This

choice means that the posterior distribution has the same

form as the prior, but with modified parameters. In the

present case, the conjugate prior is a product of Dirichlet

distributions:

P(θi|σi,0,Mi) =
∏

σi∈S∗i

{
Γ(α(σi • |σi,0))∏
x∈X Γ(α(σix|σi,0))

× δ
(

1−
∑
x∈X

p(x|σi, σi,0)

)
(7)

×
∏
x∈X

p(x|σi, σi,0)α(σix|σi,0)−1
}
,

where α(σi • |σi,0) =
∑
x∈X α(σix|σi,0). In the examples

to follow we take α(σix|σi,0) = 1 for all parameters of the

prior. This results in a uniform density over the simplex

for all transition probabilities to be inferred, irrespective

of start state [39].

The product of Dirichlet distributions includes transi-

tion probabilities only from hidden states in S∗i because

these states have more than one outgoing edge. For tran-

sition probabilities from states σi 6∈ S∗i there is no need

for an explicit prior since the transition probability must

be zero or one by definition of the uHMM topology. As

a result, the prior expectation for transition probabilities

is:

Eprior [p(x|σi, σi,0)] =
α(σix|σi,0)

α(σi • |σi,0)
, (8)

for states σi ∈ S∗i .
Next, we employ Bayes’ Theorem to obtain the pos-

terior distribution for the transition probabilities given

data and prior assumptions. In this context, it takes the

form:

P(θi|D, σi,0,Mi) =
P(D|θi, σi,0,Mi)P(θi|σi,0,Mi)

P(D|σi,0,Mi)
. (9)

The terms in the numerator are already specified above

as the likelihood and the prior, Eqs. (6) and (7), respec-

tively.

The normalization factor in Eq. (9) is called the ev-

idence or marginal likelihood. This term integrates the

product of the likelihood and prior with respect to the

set of transition probabilities θi:

P(D|σi,0,Mi) =

∫
dθi P(D|θi, σi,0,Mi)P(θi|σi,0,Mi)

=
∏

σi∈S∗i

{
Γ(α(σi • |σi,0))∏
x∈X Γ(α(σix|σi,0))

(10)

×
∏
x∈X Γ(α(σix|σi,0) + n(σix|σi,0))

Γ(α(σi • |σi,0) + n(σi • |σi,0))

}
,

resulting in the average of the likelihood with respect to

the prior. In addition to normalizing the posterior distri-

bution (Eq. (9)), the evidence is important in our subse-

quent applications of Bayes’ Theorem. In particular, the

quantity is central to the model selection to follow and

is used to (i) determine the start state given the model

and (ii) compare model topologies.

As discussed above, conjugate priors result in a poste-

rior distribution of the same form, with prior parameters

modified by observed counts:

P (θi|D,σi,0,Mi)

=
∏

σi∈S∗i

{
Γ(α(σi • |σi,0) + n(σi • |σi,0))∏
x∈X Γ(α(σix|σi,0) + n(σix|σi,0))

× δ
(

1−
∑
x∈X

p(x|σi, σi,0)

)
(11)

×
∏
x∈X

p(x|σi, σi,0)α(σix|σi,0)+n(σix|σi,0)−1
}
.

Comparing Eqs. (7) and (11)—prior and posterior,

respectively—shows that the distributions are very simi-

lar: α(σix|σi,0) (prior only) is replaced by α(σix|σi,0) +

n(σix|σi,0) (prior plus data). Thus, one can immediately

write down the posterior mean for the transition proba-

bilities:

Epost [p(x|σi, σi,0)]

=
α(σix|σi,0) + n(σix|σi,0)

α(σi • |σi,0) + n(σi • |σi,0)
, (12)

for states σi ∈ S∗i . As with the prior, probabilities for

transitions from states σi /∈ S∗i are zero or one, as defined

by the model topology.

Notably, the posterior mean for the transition proba-

bilities does not completely specify our knowledge since

the uncertainty, reflected in functions of the posterior’s

higher moments, can be large. These moments are avail-

able elsewhere [39]. However, using methods detailed be-

low, we employ sampling from the posterior at this level,

as well as other inference levels, to capture estimation

uncertainty.
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B. Inferring Start States

The next task is to calculate the probabilities for each

start state given a proposed machine topology and ob-

served data. Although we are not typically interested in

the actual start state, introducing this latent variable is

necessary to develop the previous section’s analytic meth-

ods. And, in any case, another level of Bayes’ Theorem

allows us to average over uncertainty in start state to

obtain the probability of observed data for the topology,

independent of start state.

We begin with the evidence P(D|σi,0,Mi) derived in

Eq. (10) to estimate transition probabilities. When de-

termining the start state, the evidence (marginal likeli-

hood) from inferring transition probabilities becomes the

likelihood for start state estimation. As before, we apply

Bayes’ Theorem, this time with unknown start states,

instead of unknown transition probabilities:

P(σi,0|D,Mi) =
P(D|σi,0,Mi)P(σi,0|Mi)

P(D|Mi)
. (13)

This calculation requires defining a prior over start states

P(σi,0|Mi). In practice, setting start states as equally

probable a priori is a sensible choice in light of the larger

goal of structural inference. The normalization P(D|Mi),

or evidence, at this level follows by averaging over the

uncertainty in σi,0:

P(D|Mi) =
∑

σi,0∈Si

P(D|σi,0,Mi)P(σi,0|Mi) . (14)

The result of this calculation no longer explicitly de-

pends on start states or transition probabilities. The

uncertainty created by these unknowns has been aver-

aged over, producing a very useful quantity for compar-

ing different topologies: P(D|Mi). However, one must

not forget that inferring transition and start state prob-

abilities underlies the structural comparisons to follow.

In particular, the priors set at the levels of transition

probabilities and start states can impact the structures

detected due to the hierarchical nature of the inference:

P(D|θi, σi,0,Mi)→ P(D|σi,0,Mi)→ P(D|Mi).

C. Inferring Model Topology

So far, we inferred transition probabilities and start

states for a given model topology. Now, we are ready

to compare different topologies in a set M of candidate

models. As with inferring start states given a topology,

we write down yet another version Bayes’ Theorem, ex-

cept one for model topology:

P(Mi|D,M) =
P(D|Mi,M)P(Mi|M)

P(D|M)
, (15)

writing the likelihood as P(D|Mi,M) to make the na-

ture of the conditional distributions clear. This is exactly

the same, however, as the evidence derived above in Eq.

(14): P(D|Mi) = P(D|Mi,M). Equality holds because

nothing in calculating the previous evidence term directly

depends on the set of models considered. The evidence

P(D|M), or normalization term, in Eq. (15) has the gen-

eral form:

P(D|M) =
∑

Mj∈M
P(D|Mj ,M)P(Mj |M) . (16)

To apply Eq. (15) we must first provide an explicit

prior over model topologies. One general form, tuned by

single parameter β, is:

P(Mi|M) =
exp (−βφ(Mi))∑

Mj∈M exp (−βφ(Mj))
, (17)

where φ(Mi) is some desired function of model topol-

ogy. In the examples to follow we use the number

of causal states—φ(Mi) = |Mi|—thereby penalizing for

model size. This is particularly important when a short

data series is being investigated. However, setting β = 0

removes the penalty, making all models in M a priori

equally likely. It is important to investigate the effects of

choosing a specific β for a given set of candidate topolo-

gies. Below, we first demonstrate the effect of choosing

β = 0, 2, or 4. After that, however, we employ β = 4

since this value, in combination with the set of one- to

five-state binary-alphabet topological ε-machines, pro-

duces a preference for one- and two-state machines for

short data series and still allows for inferring larger ma-

chines with only a few thousand symbols. Experience

with this β shows that it is structurally conservative.

In the examples we explore two approaches to using

the results of structural inference. The first takes into ac-

count all model topologies in the set considered, weighted

according to the posterior distribution given in Eq. (15).

The second selects a single model Mmap that is the max-

imum a posteriori (MAP) topology:

Mmap = argmax
Mi∈M

P(Mi|D,M) . (18)

The difference between these methods is most dramatic

for short data series. Also, using the MAP topology of-

ten underestimates the uncertainty in functions of the

model parameters; which we discuss shortly. Of course,

since one throws away any number of comparable mod-
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ALGORITHM 1: Sample using all topologies in M
for n in (1, Ns) do:

M∗i ∼ P(Mi|D,M) # sample topology
σ∗i,0 ∼ P(σi,0|D,M∗i ) # sample start state
θ∗i ∼ P(θi|D, σ∗i,0,M∗i ) # sample parameters
fn = f(θ∗i ) # store sample

ALGORITHM 2: Sample using MAP topology

Mmap = argmaxMi∈M P (Mi|D,M) # find MAP topology

for n in (1, Ns) do:
σ∗i,0 ∼ P(σi,0|D,Mmap) # sample start state
θ∗i ∼ P(θi|D, σ∗i,0,Mmap) # sample parameters
fn = f(θ∗i ) # store sample

FIG. 2. Pseudocode for generating Ns samples of a function
f(θi) of model parameters {θi}. Algorithm 1 samples a topol-
ogy each time through the loop, whereas Algorithm 2 uses the
MAP topology for all iterations. The sampling at each stage
allows for the creation of a set of samples {fn} that accu-
rately reflect the many sources of uncertainty in the posterior
distribution.

els, estimating uncertainty in any quantity that explicitly

depends on the model topology cannot be done properly

if MAP selection is employed. However, we expect some

will want or need to use a single model topology, so we

consider both methods.

D. Estimating Functions of Model Parameters

A primary goal in inference is estimating functions

that depend on an inferred model’s parameters. We de-

note this f(θi) to indicate the dependence on transition

probabilities. Unfortunately, substituting the posterior

mean for the transition probabilities into some function

of interest does not provide the desired expectation. In

general, obtaining analytic expressions for the posterior

mean of desired functions is quite difficult; see, for exam-

ple, [40, 41]. Deriving expressions for the uncertainty in

the resulting estimates is equally involved and typically

not done; although see [40].

Above, the inference method required inferring tran-

sition probabilities, start state, and topology. Function

estimation, as a result, should take into account all these

sources of uncertainty. Instead of deriving analytic ex-

pressions for posterior means (if possible), we turn to

numerical methods to estimate function means and un-

certainties in great detail. We do this by repeatedly

sampling from the posterior distribution at each level

to obtain a sample ε-machine and evaluating the func-

tion of interest for the sampled parameter values. The

algorithms in Fig. 2 detail the process of sampling f(θi)

using all candidate models M (Algorithm 1) or the sin-

gle MMAP model (Algorithm 2). Given a set of samples

of the function of interest, any summary statistic can be

employed. In the examples, we generate Ns = 50, 000

samples from which we estimate a variety of properties.

More specifically, these samples are employed to estimate

the posterior mean and the 95%, equal-tailed, credible in-

terval (CI) [30]. This means there is a 5% probability of

samples being outside the specified interval, with equal

probability of being above or below the interval. Finally,

a Gaussian kernel density estimation (Gkde) is used to

visualize the posterior density for the functions of inter-

est.

The examples demonstrate estimating process random-

ness and structure from data series using the two algo-

rithms introduced above. For a known ε-machine topol-

ogy Mi, with specified transition probabilities {p(x|σi)},
these properties are quantified using the entropy rate hµ
and statistical complexity Cµ, respectively. The entropy

rate is:

hµ = −
∑
σi∈Si

p(σi)
∑
x∈X

p(x|σi) log2 p(x|σi) (19)

and the statistical complexity is:

Cµ = −
∑
σi∈Si

p(σi) log2 p(σi) . (20)

In these expressions, the p(σi) are the asymptotic state

probabilities determined by the left eigenvector (normal-

ized in probability) of the internal Markov chain tran-

sition matrix T =
∑
x∈X T

(x). Of course, hµ and Cµ
are also functions of the model topology and transition

probabilities, so these quantities provide good examples

of how to estimate functions of model parameters in gen-

eral.

V. EXAMPLES

We divide the examples into two parts. First, we

demonstrate inferring transition probabilities and start

states for a known topology. Second, we focus on infer-

ring ε-machine topology using the set of all binary, one-

to five-state topological ε-machines, consisting of 36, 660

candidates; see Table I. We use the convergence of esti-

mates for the information-theoretic values hµ and Cµ to

monitor structure discovery. However, estimating model

parameters is at the core of the later examples and so we

start with this procedure.

For each example we generate a single data series

D0:T of length T = 217. When analyzing convergence,

we consider subsamples D0:L of lengths L = 2i, us-

ing i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 17. For example, a four-symbol se-
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A Bp(0|A)|0
1− p(0|A)|1

1|1

FIG. 3. State-transition diagram for the Even Process’s
ε-machine topology. The “true” value of the unspecified
transition probability is p(0|A) = 1/2. For this topology,
Seven = {A,B} and S∗even = {A} because state B has only
one outgoing transition.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Convergence of posterior density
P(p(0|A)|D0:L,Meven) as a function of subsample length
L = 2i, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 17. Each posterior density plot uses a
Gaussian kernel density estimator with 50, 000 samples from
the posterior. The true value of p(0|A) = 1/2 appears as a
black, dashed line and the posterior mean as a gray, solid line.

quence starting at the first data point is designated

D0:4 = x0x1x2x3. The overlapping analysis of a single

data series gives insight into convergence for the inferred

models and for the statistics estimated.

A. Estimating Parameters

1. Even Process

We first explore a single example of inferring properties

of a known data source using Eqs. (6)-(11). We generate

a data series from the Even Process and then, using the

correct topology (Fig. 3), we infer start states and transi-

tion probabilities and estimate the entropy rate and sta-

tistical complexity. We do not concentrate on this level

of inference in subsequent examples, preferring to focus

instead on model topology and its representation of the

unknown process structure. Nonetheless, the procedure

detailed here underlies all of the examples.

The Even Process is notable because it has infinite

Markov order. This means no finite-order Markov chain

can reproduce its word distribution [36]. It can be finitely

modeled, though, with a finite-state unifilar HMM—the

ε-machine of Fig. 3. A single data series was generated

using the Even Process ε-machine with p(0|A) = 1/2.

The start state was randomized before generating se-

quence data of length T = 217. As it turned out, the

initial segment was D0:T = 100 . . ., indicating that the

unknown start state was B on that realization. This is

so because the first symbol is a 1, which can be gener-

ated starting in either state A or B, but the sequence 10

is only possible by starting at node B.

Next, we estimate the transition probabilities from the

generated data series using length-L subsamples D0:L =

x0x1 . . . xL−1 to track convergence. Although the mean

and other moments of the Dirichlet posterior can be cal-

culated analytically [39], we sample values using Algo-

rithm 2 in Fig. 2. However, in this example we employ

Meven instead of Mmap because we are focused on the

model parameters for a known topology. The posterior

density for each subsample D0:L is plotted in Fig. 4 us-

ing Gaussian kernel density estimation (Gkde). The true

value of p(0|A) is shown as a black, dashed line and the

posterior mean as a solid, gray line. (Both lines connect

values evaluated at each length L = 20, 21, . . . 217.) The

convergence of the posterior density to the correct value

of p(0|A) = 1/2 with increasing data size is clear and,

moreover, the true value is always in a region of positive

probability.

For our final example using a known topology we es-

timate hµ and Cµ from the Even Process data. This

illustrates estimating these functions of model parame-

ters when the ε-machine topology is known but there

is uncertainty in start state and transition probabilities.

As above, we use Algorithm 2 in Fig. 2 and employ the

known machine structure. We sample start states and

transition probabilities, followed by calculating hµ and

Cµ—via Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively—to build a pos-

terior density for these quantities.

Figure 5 presents the joint distribution for Cµ and hµ
along with the Gkde estimation of their marginal densi-

ties. Samples from the joint posterior distribution are

plotted in the lower left panel for subsample lengths

L = 1, 64, and 16, 384. Only 5, 000 of the available sam-

ples are displayed in this panel to minimize the graphic’s

size. The marginal densities for hµ (top panel) and Cµ
(right panel) are plotted using a Gkde with all 50, 000

samples. Small data size (L = 1, indicated by light/beige

points) samples allow a wide range of structure and ran-

domness. The arc in the hµ − Cµ plane reflects the flat

priors set for start states and transition probabilities.

These priors allow for almost uniform samples (modified
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Convergence of randomness (hµ) and structure (Cµ) calculated with transition probabilities and start
states estimated from Even Process data, assuming the correct topology. 50, 000 samples were taken from the joint posterior
P(hµ, Cµ|D0:L,Meven). (Lower left) A subsample of size 5, 000 for data sizes L = 1 (light/beige), L = 64 (medium/orange),
and L = 16, 384 (dark/black). Gaussian kernel density estimates (using all 50, 000 samples) of the marginal distributions
P(hµ|D0:L,Meven) (top) and P(Cµ|D0:L,Meven) (right) for the same values of L. Dashed lines indicate the true values of
hµ and Cµ for the Even Process. The distinctive arc traced out by the light/beige samples in the hµ-Cµ plane reflect the
constrained nature of the structure-randomness relationship that the topology in Fig. 3 creates as p(0|A) is varied between zero
and one.

by L = 1 data point) of the p(0|A) transition probability.

The resulting values of Cµ and hµ create an arc that is

only constrained by the model topology. We note that

a uniform prior distribution over transition probabilities

and start states does not produce a uniform distribu-

tion over hµ or Cµ. Increasing the size of the data sub-

sample to L = 64 (medium/orange points) results in a

considerable reduction in the uncertainty for both func-

tions. For this amount of data, the possible values of

entropy rate and statistical complexity curve around the

true value in the hµ−Cµ plane and result in a shifted peak

for the marginal density for hµ. For subsample length

L = 16, 384 (dark/black points) the estimates of both

functions of model parameters converge to the true val-

ues, indicated by the black, dashed lines.
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B. Inferring Process Structure

We are now ready to demonstrate BSI’s efficacy for

structural inference via a series of increasingly complex

processes, monitoring convergence using data subsamples

up to a length of L = 217. In this, we determine the num-

ber of hidden states, number of edges connecting them,

and symbols output on each transition. As discussed

above, we use the set of topological ε-machines as candi-

dates because an efficient and exhaustive enumeration is

available.

For comparison, we first explore the organization of the

prior over the set of candidate ε-machines using intrinsic

informational coordinates—the process entropy rate hµ
and statistical complexity Cµ. We focus on their joint

distribution, as induced by various settings of the prior

parameter β. The results lead us to use β = 4 for the

subsequent examples. This value creates a preference for

small models when little data is available but allows for a

larger number of states when reasonable amounts of data

support it.

We establish the BSI’s effectiveness by inferring the

structure of a finite-order Markov (Golden Mean) pro-

cess, an infinite-order Markov (Even) process, and an infi-

nite memory process (SNS). Again, the proxy for conver-

gence is estimating structure and randomness as a func-

tion of the data subsample length L. Comparing these

quantities’ posterior distributions with their prior illus-

trates uncertainty reduction as more data is analyzed.

1. Priors for Structured Processes

Here, we use a prior over all binary-alphabet, topo-

logical ε-machines with one to five states. (Recall Ta-

ble I.) We denote the set of topological ε-machines de-

tailed in Table I as M. Equation (17) allows specify-

ing a preference for smaller ε-machines by setting β > 0

and defining the function of model structure to be the

number of states: φ(Mi) = |Mi|. Beyond setting this

explicitly, there is an inherent bias to smaller models in-

versely proportional to the parameter space dimension.

The parameter space is that of the estimated transition

probabilities. Its dimension is the number of states with

more than one out-going transition. However, candidate

ε-machine topologies with many states and few transi-

tions result in a small parameter space and so may be

assigned high probability for short data series. In ad-

dition, the prior over topologies must take into account

the increasing number of candidates as the number of

states increases. Setting β sufficiently high so that large

models are not given high probability under these condi-

tions is reasonable, as we would like to approach struc-

ture estimates (Cµ) monotonically from below, as data

size increases.

Figure 6 plots samples from the resulting joint prior for

(hµ, Cµ) as well as the corresponding Gkde for marginal

densities of both quantities. The data are generated by

using the method of Sec. IV D and replacing the posterior

density with the prior density. Specifically, rather than

sampling a topology Mi from P(Mi|D,M), we sample

from P(Mi|M). Similar substitutions are made at each

level, using the distributions that do not depend on ob-

served data, resulting in samples from the prior. Each

color in the figure reflects samples using all ε-machines

in M with different values for the prior parameter: β = 0

(light/beige), β = 2 (medium/orange) and β = 4 (dark-

/black). We note that there is substantial overlap in the

β = 0 and β = 2, resulting in distributions that are diffi-

cult to distinguish in many ways. While β = 0 has many

samples at high Cµ, reflecting the large number of five-

state ε-machines, increasing to β = 2 results in noticeable

bands in the hµ − Cµ plane and peaks at Cµ = log2 1,

Cµ = log2 2, Cµ = log2 3 bits, and so on. This reflects

the fact that larger β makes smaller machines more likely.

As a consequence, the emergence of patterns due to one-,

two-, and three-state topologies is seen. Setting β = 4

shows a stronger a priori preference for one- and two-

state machines, reflected by the strong peaks at Cµ = 0

bits and Cµ = 1 bit. Again, the dark lines and curves

in the hµ − Cµ are created by repeated sampling of the

single-state IID process, resulting in the Cµ = 0 line,

and various two-state machines (compare with Fig. 5).

Interestingly, the prior distribution over hµ and Cµ is

quite similar for β = 0 and 2, with more distributional

structure due to smaller ε-machines at β = 2. However,

the prior distribution for hµ and Cµ is quite different for

β = 4, creating a strong preference for one- and two-

state topologies. This results in an a priori preference

for low Cµ and high hµ that, as we demonstrate shortly,

is modified for moderate amounts of data. We employ

β = 4 as a reasonable value in all subsequent examples.

In practice, sensitivity to this choice should be tested in

each application to verify that the resulting behavior is

appropriate. We suggest small, nonzero values as reason-

able starting points. As always, sufficient data makes the

choice relatively unimportant for the resulting inference.

2. Markov Example: The Golden Mean Process

The first example of structural inference explores the

Golden Mean Process, pictured in Fig. 7. Although it

is illustrated as an HMM in the figure, it is effectively a

Markov chain with no hidden states: observing a 1 cor-

responds to state A, whereas observing 0 means the pro-
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Model prior dependence on penalty parameter β: 50, 000 samples were taken from the joint prior
P(hµ, Cµ|M) using all binary-alphabet, topological ε-machines with 1 − 5 states and parameters: β = 0 (light/beige), β = 2
(medium/orange), and β = 4 (dark/black). (Lower left) A subsample of size 5, 000 from the joint distribution is shown for each
value of β. A Gaussian kernel density estimation, using all 50, 000 samples for each value of β, of the marginal distributions
P(hµ|M) (top) and P(Cµ|M) (right) are also provided. Visible arcs and lines in the hµ – Cµ plane for β = 4 are created by
high prior probability of the single-state topology, creating the Cµ = 0 line, and two-state models, creating the parabolic arc.
For values β = 0 and 2, many model topologies are sampled creating overlapping and diffuse clouds of samples at higher Cµ
and moderate hµ. In these cases, no single model topology is sufficiently resampled to create the distinctive curves visible for
β = 4.
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FIG. 7. Golden Mean Process’s ε-machine.

cess is in state B. Previously, we showed that this data

source can be inferred using the model class of kth order

Markov chains, as expected [36]. However, the Golden

Mean Process is also a member of the class of binary-

alphabet, topological ε-machines considered here. As a

result, structural inference from Golden Mean data is an

example of in-class modeling.

We proceed using the approach laid out above for the

Even Process transition probabilities and start states.
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We generated a single data series by randomizing the

start state and creating a symbol sequence of length

T = 217 using the Golden Mean Process ε-machine.

As above, we monitor the convergence using subsam-

ples D0:L = x0x1 . . . xL−1 for lengths L = 2i, i =

0, 1, . . . 17. The candidate machines M consist of all

36, 600 ε-machine topologies in Table I. Estimating hµ
and Cµ aids in monitoring convergence of inferred topol-

ogy and related properties to the correct values. In addi-

tion, we provide supplementary tables and figures, using

both M and the maximum a posteriori model MMAP at

each data length L, to give a detailed view of structural

inference.

Figure 8 plots samples from the joint posterior over

(hµ, Cµ), as well as their marginal distributions, for three

subsample lengths. As in Fig. 5, we consider L = 1

(light/beige), L = 64 (medium/orange), and L = 16, 384

(dark/black). However, this example employs the full set

M of candidate topologies. For small data size (L = 1)

the distribution closely approximates the prior distribu-

tion for β = 4, as it should. At data size L = 64, the

samples of both the hµ and Cµ are still broad, resulting

in multimodal behavior with considerable weight given to

both two- and three-state topologies. Consulting Table

S2 in the supplementary material, we see that this is the

shortest length that selects the correct topology for the

Golden Mean Process (denoted n2k2id5 in Table S2). For

smaller L, the single-state, two-edge topology is preferred

(denoted n1k2id3). However, the probability of the cor-

rect model is only 78.7%, leaving a substantial probabil-

ity for alternative candidates. The uncertainty is further

reflected in the large credible interval for Cµ provided by

the complete set of models M (see Table S1), ranging

from 0.8235 bits as the lower bound to 1.797 bits as the

upper bound. However, by subsample length L = 16, 384

the probability of the correct topology is 99.998%, given

the set of candidate machines M, and estimates of both

hµ and Cµ have converged to accurately reflect the cor-

rect values.

In addition to Tables S1 and S2, the supplementary

materials provide Fig. S1 showing the Gkde estimates

of both hµ and Cµ using M and MMAP as a function of

subsample length. The four panels clearly show the con-

vergence of estimates to the correct values as L increases.

For long data series, there is little difference between the

inference made using the maximum a posteriori (MAP)

model and the posterior over the entire candidate set.

However, this is not true for short time series, where using

the full set more accurately captures the uncertainty in

estimation of the information-theoretic quantities of in-

terest. We note that the Cµ estimates approach the true

value from below, preferring small topologies when there

is little data and selecting the correct, larger topology

only as available data increases. This desired behavior

results from setting β = 4 for the prior over M. Setting

β = 2, shown in Fig. S2, does not have this effect. This

value of β is insufficient to overcome the large number of

three-, four-, and five-state ε-machines. Finally, Fig. S3

plots samples from the joint posterior of hµ and Cµ us-

ing only the MAP model for subsample lengths L = 1, 64,

and 16, 384. This should be compared with Fig. 8 where

the complete set M is used. Again, there is a substantial

difference for short data series and much in common for

larger L.

Before moving to the next example, let’s briefly re-

turn to consider start-state inference. The data series

generated to test inferring the Golden Mean Process

started with the sequence D0:T = 1110 . . .. We note

that the correct start state, which happens to be state

A in that realization, cannot be inferred and has lower

probability than state B due to the process’s structure:

P(σgm,0 = A|D0:T = 1110 . . . ,Mgm) ≈ 0.3328 using

Eq. (13). The reason for the inability to discern the

start state is straightforward. Consulting Fig. 7, we

can see that the string 1110 can be produced beginning

in both states A and B. On the one hand, assuming

σgm,0 = A, the state path would be AAAAB with prob-

ability p(1|A)3p(0|A) = (1/2)4. On the other hand, as-

suming σgm,0 = B, the state path is BAAAB with prob-

ability p(1|B)p(1|A)2p(0|A) = 1 × (1/2)3. The only dif-

ference in the probabilities is a factor of p(1|A) = 1/2

versus p(1|B) = 1 resulting in:

P(σi,0 = A|D = 1110,Mgm) =
(1/2)4

(1/2)4 + (1/2)3

= 1/3.

This calculation agrees nicely with the result stated

above, using finite data and the inference calculations

from Eq. (13).

It turns out that any observed data series from the

Golden Mean Process that begins with a 1 will have this

ambiguity in start state. However, observed sequences

that begin with a 0 uniquely identify A as the start state

since a 0 is not allowed leaving state B. Despite this, the

correct topology is inferred and accurate estimates of hµ
and Cµ are obtained.

3. Infinite-order Markov Example: The Even Process

Next, we consider inferring the structure of the Even

Process using the same set of binary-alphabet, one- to

five-state, topological ε-machines. To be clear, this ex-

ample differs from Sec. V A 1, where the correct topol-
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Convergence of randomness (hµ) and structure (Cµ) calculated with model topologies, transition
probabilities, and start states estimated from Golden Mean Process data, using all one- to five-state topological ε-machines.
50, 000 samples were taken from the joint posterior distribution P(hµ, Cµ|D0:L,M). (Lower left) Subsample of size 5, 000 for
data sizes L = 1 (light/beige), L = 64 (medium/orange), and L = 16, 384 (dark/black). Gaussian kernel density estimates of
the marginal distributions (using all 50, 000 samples) P(hµ|D0:L,M) (top) and P(Cµ|D:L,M) (right) are also provided for the
same values of L. Dashed lines indicate the true values of hµ and Cµ for the Golden Mean Process. As discussed in Figs. 5 and
6, the distinctive arcs visible for L = 1 are due to repeated samples of single-state and two-state model topologies at small L.

ogy was assumed. Now, we explore Even Process struc-

ture using M. As noted above, the Even Process is an

infinite-order Markov process and inference requires the

set of topological ε-machines considered here. (However,

see out-of-class inference of the Even Process using kth-

order Markov chains in [36].) As a result, this is an exam-

ple of in-class inference since the Even Process topology

is contained within the set M. As with the previous ex-

ample, a single data series was generated from the Even

Process.

Figure 9 shows samples from the posterior distribution

over (hµ, Cµ) using three subsample lengths L = 1, 64,

and 16, 384 as before. An equivalent plot using only the

MAP model is provided in the supplementary materials

for comparison; see Fig. S6. Again, for short data series

the samples mirror the prior distribution as they should.

(See light/beige points for L = 1.) At subsample length

L = 64 the values of hµ and Cµ are much more tightly de-

lineated. Comparing samples for the Golden Mean Pro-

cess in Fig. 8 shows that there is much less uncertainty
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Convergence of randomness (hµ) and structure (Cµ) calculated with model topologies, transition
probabilities, and start states estimated from Even Process data, using all one- to five-state topological ε-machines. 50, 000
samples from the joint posterior P(hµ, Cµ|D:L,M). (Lower left) A subsample of 5, 000 for data sizes L = 1 (light/beige),
L = 64 (medium/orange), and L = 16, 384 (dark/black). Gaussian kernel density estimates of the marginal distributions (using
all 50, 000 samples) P(hµ|D:L,M) (top) and P(Cµ|D0:L,M) (right) are shown for the same values of L. Dashed lines indicate
the true values of hµ and Cµ for the Even Process. Consult captions of previous figures for a discussion of visible arcs of samples
in the hµ – Cµ plane.

in structure for the Even Process at this data size. Con-

sulting Table S4, the MAP topology for this value of L

already identifies the correct topology (denoted n2k2id7)

and assigns a probability of 99.41%. This high proba-

bility is reflected by the smaller spread, when compared

with the Golden Mean example, of the samples of hµ and

Cµ. At subsample length L = 16, 384 the probability of

the correct topology has grown to 99.998%. Estimates

of both hµ and Cµ are also very accurate, with small

uncertainties, at this L; see Table S3.

The supplementary materials provide Figs. S4 and S5

to show the convergence of the posterior densities for hµ
and Cµ as a function of subsample length. Figure S4

shows estimates using both M and MMAP for β = 4.

Whereas, Fig. S5 demonstrates the effects of using a

small penalty (β = 2) for model size. As seen with the

Golden Mean Process, the difference is most apparent

at small data sizes. At large L, the difference between

using the complete set M of models versus the MAP

model is minor, as is the effect of choosing β = 4 or
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FIG. 10. The Simple Nonunifilar Source.

β = 2. However, at small data sizes the choices impact

the resulting inference. In particular, the choice of β = 4

allows the inference machinery to approach the correct

Cµ from below whereas the choice of β = 2 approaches

Cµ from above; see Figs. S4 and S5. This behavior,

which we believe is desirable, is similar to the inference

dynamics observed for the Golden Mean Process, further

strengthening the apparent suitability of using β = 4.

Unlike the previous example, the start state for the cor-

rect structure is inferred with little data. In this example,

the data series begins with the symbols D0:T = 10 . . .,

which can only be generated from state B. So, at L = 2

the start state for the correct topology is determined,

but it takes more data—32 symbols in this case—for this

structure to become the most probable in the set consid-

ered.

4. Out-of-Class Structural Inference: The Simple

Nonunifilar Source

The Simple Nonunifilar Source (SNS) is our final and

most challenging example of structural inference due its

being out-of-class. The SNS is not only infinite-order

Markov, any unifilar presentation requires a infinite num-

ber of states. In particular, its ε-machine, the min-

imal unifilar presentation, has a countable infinity of

causal states [42]. We can see the difference between the

SNS and previous processes by inspecting state A, where

both out-going edges emit a symbol ‘1’. (See Fig. 10

for a hidden Markov model presentation that is not an

ε-machine.) This makes the SNS a nonunifilar topology,

as the name suggests. Importantly, even if we assume

a start state, there is no longer a single, unique path

through the hidden states for an observed output data

series. This is completely different from the unifilar ex-

amples previously considered, where an assumed start

state and observed data series either determined a unique

path through hidden states or was disallowed. As a re-

sult, the inference tools developed here cannot use the

HMM topology of Fig. 10. Concretely, this class of rep-

resentation breaks our method for counting transitions.

Our goal, though, is to use the set of unifilar, topo-

logical ε-machines at our disposal to infer properties of

the Simple Nonunifilar Source. (One reason to do this is

that unifilar models are required to calculate hµ.) Typi-

cal data series generated by the SNS model are accepted

by many of the unifilar topologies in M and a poste-

rior distribution over these models can be calculated. As

with previous examples, we demonstrate estimating hµ
and Cµ for the data source. Due to the nonunifilar na-

ture of the source, we expect Cµ estimates to increase

with the size of the available data series. However, the

ability to estimate hµ accurately is unclear a priori. Of

course, in this example we cannot find the correct model

topology because infinite structures are not contained in

M.

Figure 11 presents the joint posterior for (hµ, Cµ) for

three subsample lengths. As previously, a single data se-

ries of length 217 is generated using the SNS and analysis

of subsamples D0:L are employed to demonstrate conver-

gence. The short subsample (L=1, light/beige points) is

predictably uninteresting, reflecting the the prior distri-

bution over models. For subsamples shorter than L = 64

the MAP model is the single-state, two-edge topology.

(Denoted n1k2id3 in Table S6.) At L = 64 the Golden

Mean Process topology becomes most probable with a

posterior probability of 53.01%. The probability of the

single-state topology is still 43.98%, though, resulting in

Cµ’s strongly bimodal marginal posterior observed for

L = 64. (See Fig. 11 medium/orange points, right panel.)

Bimodality also appears in the marginal posterior for hµ,

with the largest peak coming from the two-state topol-

ogy and the high entropy rates being contributed by the

single-state model. At large data size (L = 16, 384, dark-

/black points) hµ has converged on the true value, while

Cµ has sharp, bimodal peaks due to many nearly equally

probable five-state topologies. Consulting Table S6, we

see that the MAP structure for this value of L has five

states (denoted n5k2id22979, there) and a low posterior

probability of only 8.63%. Further investigation reveals

that there are four additional ε-machine topologies (mak-

ing a total of five) with similar posterior probability.

These general details persist for longer subsamples se-

quences including the complete data series at length 217.

Although estimating hµ converges smoothly, the infer-

ence of structure as reflected by Cµ does not show signs

of graceful convergence.

We provide supplementary plots in Figs. S7 and S8

that show the convergence of hµ and Cµ using M and

MMAP for prior parameters β = 4 and β = 2, respec-

tively. Again, the choice of β matters most at small data

sizes. While the Cµ estimate increases as function of L for

β = 4, the use of β = 2 results in posterior means for Cµ
that first decrease as function of L, then increase. Again,

this supports the use of β = 4 for this set of binary-

alphabet, topological ε-machines. The need to employ

the complete model set M versus the MAP topology
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Convergence of randomness (hµ) and structure (Cµ) calculated with model topologies, transition
probabilities, and start states estimated from Simple Nonunifilar Source data, using all one- to five-state topological ε-machines.
Sample sizes, colors and line types mirror those in previous figures. See previous figure captions for a discussion of visible lines
and arcs in samples from the hµ − Cµ plane.

is most evident at small data sizes; as was also seen in

previous examples. However, the Cµ inference in this ex-

ample is more complicated due to the large number of

five-state topologies with roughly equal probability. The

MAP method selects just one model, of course, and so

cannot represent the posterior distribution’s bimodal be-

havior. Given that the data source is out-of-class, this

trouble is perhaps not surprising. Figure S9 shows sam-

ples from the joint posterior of (hµ, Cµ) using only the

MAP topology. Using the latter also suffers from requir-

ing one to select a single exemplar topology for a poste-

rior distribution that is simply not well represented by a

single ε-machine.

VI. DISCUSSION

The examples demonstrated structural inference using

the set of one- to five-state, binary-alphabet, topological

ε-machines. We found that in-class examples, including

the Golden Mean and Even Processes, were effectively

and efficiently discovered. That is, the correct topology

was accorded the largest posterior probability and esti-

mates of information coordinates hµ and Cµ were accu-
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rate. However, we found that a sufficiently large value

of β, providing the model size penalty, was key to a con-

servative structural inference. Conservative means that

Cµ estimates approach the true value from below, effec-

tively counteracting the increasing number of topologies

with larger state sets. For the out-of-class example, given

by the Simple Nonunifilar Source, these broader patterns

held true. However, structure could not be captured as

reflected in the increasing number of states inferred as a

function of data length. Also, many topologies had rele-

vant posterior probability for the SNS data, reflecting a

lack of consensus and a large degeneracy with regard to

structure. This resulted in a multimodal posterior distri-

bution for Cµ and a MAP model with very low posterior

probability.

One of the surprises was the number of accepting

topologies for a given data set. By this we mean the

number of candidate structures for which the data series

of interest has a valid path through hidden states, result-

ing in nonzero posterior probability. In many ways, this

aspect of structural inference mirrors grammatical infer-

ence for deterministic finite automaton (DFA) [43, 44].

As one might expect given this comparison, the key prop-

erty that determines if a data series is accepted by a spe-

cific model topology is the support: the set of strings or

words that have nonzero probability. If the support of a

candidate model is the same or larger than the support

of the data source, the data will be ‘accepted’ and the

model will have nonzero posterior probability. For topo-

logical ε-machines this also means that there will be at

least one model with nonzero posterior probability: the

IID Process, which has full support and accepts any se-

quence of 0’s and 1’s. Expanding the set of candidate

model topologies to include all uHMMs, as we will do

in a sequel, considerably increases the number of model

topologies with full support. This will guarantee a sub-

stantial set of viable candidate models with nonzero pos-

terior probability for any data series.

In the supplementary material we provide plots for

the three processes considered above showing the num-

ber of accepting topologies in the set of one- to five-state

ε-machines used for M. (See Supplemental Fig. S10.)

For all of these topologies, a rapid decline in the number

of accepting topologies occurs for the first 26 to 27 sym-

bols, followed by a plateau at a set of accepting topolo-

gies. For smaller topologies, which come from the model

class under consideration, this pattern makes sense. Of-

ten, the smaller topology is embedded within a larger set

of states, some of which are never used. For out-of-class

examples like the SNS this behavior is less transparent.

The rejection of a data series by a given topology pro-

vides a first level of filtering by assigning zero posterior

probability to the structure due to vanishing likelihood of

the data given the model. For the examples given above,

of the 36, 660 possible topologies, 6, 225 accepted Golden

Mean data, 3, 813 topologies accepted Even Process data,

and 6, 225 accepted SNS data when the full data series

was considered.

In all of the examples the data sources were stationary,

so that statistics did not change over the course of the

data series. This is important because stationarity is

built into the model class definition employed: the model

topology and transition probabilities did not depend on

time. However, given a general data series with unknown

properties, it is unwise to assume stationarity holds. How

can this be probed? One method is to subdivide the data

into overlapping segments of equal length. Given these,

inference using M or MMAP should return similar results

for each segment. For in-class data sources like the Even

and Golden Mean Processes, the true model should be

returned for each data subsegment. For out-of-class, but

stationary models like the Simple Nonunifilar Source, the

true topology cannot be returned, but a consistent model

within M should be returned for each data segment.

However, one form of relatively simple

nonstationarity—a structural change-point problem

such as switching between the Golden Mean and Even

Processes—can be detected by BSI applied to subseg-

ments. The inferred topology for early segments returns

the Golden Mean topology and later segments return

the Even topology. Notably, the inferred topology using

all of the data or a subsegment overlapping the switch

returns a more complicated model topology reflecting

both structures. Of course, detection of this behavior

requires sufficient data and slow switching between data

sources.

In a sequel we compare BSI to alternative structural in-

ference methods. The range of and differences with these

is large and so a comparison demands its own venue.

Also, the sequel addresses expanding the model candi-

dates beyond the set of topological ε-machines to the full

set of unifilar hidden Markov models. This change is a

necessary step before useful comparisons between meth-

ods can be explored.

VII. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated effective and efficient inference of

topological ε-machines using a library of candidate struc-

tures and the tools of Bayesian inference. Several

avenues for further development are immediately ob-

vious. First, as just noted, using full unrestricted

ε-machines—allowing models outside the set of topolog-

ical ε-machines—is straightforward. This will provide a

broad array of candidates within the more general class of
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unifilar hidden Markov models. In the present setting, by

way of contrast, processes with full support (all words al-

lowed) can map only to the single-state topology. Second,

refining the eminently parallelizable Bayesian Structural

Inference algorithms will allow them to take advantage of

large compute clusters and cloud computing to dramati-

cally expand the number of candidate topologies consid-

ered. For comparison, the current implementation uses

nonoptimized Python on a single thread. This configu-

ration (running on contemporary Linux compute node)

takes between 0.6 and 1.6 hours, depending on the num-

ber of accepting topologies, to calculate the posterior dis-

tribution over the 36, 660 candidates for a data series of

length 217. An additional 10 to 20 minutes is needed to

generate the 50, 000 samples from the posterior to esti-

mate functions of model parameters, like hµ and Cµ.

We note that the methods of Bayesian Structural Infer-

ence can be applied to any set of unifilar hidden Markov

models and, moreover, they do not have to employ a

large, enumerated library. For example, a small set of

candidate fifty-state topologies could be compared for a

given data series. This ability opens the door to auto-

mated methods for generating candidate structures. Of

course, as always, one must keep in mind that all infer-

ences are then conditioned on the, possibly limited or

inappropriate, set of model topologies chosen.

Finally, let’s return to the scientific and engineer-

ing problem areas cited in the introduction that mo-

tivated structural inference in the first place. Gener-

ally, Bayesian Structural Inference will find application in

fields, such as those mentioned, that rely on finite-order

Markov chains or the broader class of (nonunifilar) hid-

den Markov models. It will also find application in areas

requiring accurate estimates of various system statistics.

The model class considered here (ε-machines) consists of

a novel set of topologies and usefully allows one to es-

timate both randomness and structure using two of the

most basic informational measures, namely hµ and Cµ.

As a result, we expect Bayesian Structural Inference to

find an array of applications in bioinformatics, linguistics,

and dynamical systems.
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Supplementary Material

Bayesian Structural Inference for Hidden Processes

Christopher C. Strelioff and James P. Crutchfield

I. OVERVIEW

The supplementary materials provide tables and figures that lend an in-depth picture of the Bayesian
Structural Inference examples. Unless otherwise noted, all analyses presented here use the same single
data series and parameter settings detailed in the main text. Please use the main text as the primary
guide.

The first three sections address the Golden Mean, Even, and SNS processes. Each provides a table of
estimates of hµ and Cµ using the complete set M of one- to five-state ε-machines denoted. Estimates
are given for each subsample length L = 2i, where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 17, as in the main text. To be clear,
this means that we analyze subsamples D0:L = x0x1x2 . . . xL−1 using different initial segments of a single
long data series, allowing for a consistent view of estimate convergence. For both information-theoretic
quantities, we list the posterior mean and equal-tailed, 95% credible interval (CI) constructed using the
2.5% and 97.5% quantiles estimated from 50, 000 samples of the posterior distribution. The CI is denoted
by parenthesized number pairs. A second table provides the same estimates of hµ and Cµ using only the
MMAP model. As a result, this table no longer reflects uncertainty in model topology, which may be small
or large depending on the data and subsample length under consideration. An additional column in this
second table provides the MAP topology along with its posterior probability. The latter is denoted in
parentheses.

In addition to the tables of estimates, figures demonstrate the convergence of hµ and Cµ marginal
posterior distributions as a function subsample length L. In this, we consider the difference between
posteriors using the complete set M of candidate models and those that only employ the MAP topology.
This set of figures also illustrates the difference between β = 4 and β = 2. (We use different data, but
still a single time series, for the β = 2 example.) In all plots the marginal posterior distribution for
the quantity of interest is estimated using a Gaussian kernel density estimation (Gkde) of the density
using 50, 000 samples from the appropriate density. If there is little or no variation in the samples the
Gkde fails and no density is drawn. This happens, for example, when the MAP topology has one state,
and Cµ = 0, for small data sizes. Posterior samples are valid, however, and posterior mean and credible
interval can be provided (see tables).

Section V plots the number of accepting topologies as a function of subsample length for each of the
example data sources in Fig. S10. The panels demonstrate that there are many valid candidate topologies
for a given data series, even when subsamples of considerable length are available.

Finally, Sec. VI illustrates all topologies that met the MAP criterion for the data sources considered.
Notably, there are not many structures to consider despite the large number of topologies that accept
the data.
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II. GOLDEN MEAN PROCESS: STRUCTURAL INFERENCE

TABLE S1. Inference of Golden Mean Process properties using M, β = 4.

L hµ Cµ
1 6.767e-01 (3.682e-02,9.994e-01) 1.467e-01 (0.000e+00,1.333e+00)
2 6.400e-01 (6.662e-02,9.990e-01) 1.074e-01 (0.000e+00,1.089e+00)
4 7.771e-01 (2.760e-01,9.996e-01) 1.146e-01 (0.000e+00,1.000e+00)
8 7.753e-01 (3.557e-01,9.994e-01) 1.441e-01 (0.000e+00,1.000e+00)

16 7.941e-01 (4.751e-01,9.976e-01) 1.128e-01 (0.000e+00,9.469e-01)
32 7.697e-01 (5.221e-01,9.773e-01) 2.564e-01 (0.000e+00,1.556e+00)
64 6.440e-01 (5.207e-01,6.942e-01) 1.052e+00 (8.235e-01,1.797e+00)

128 6.575e-01 (5.953e-01,6.930e-01) 9.209e-01 (8.667e-01,9.590e-01)
256 6.684e-01 (6.311e-01,6.917e-01) 9.128e-01 (8.740e-01,9.437e-01)
512 6.718e-01 (6.477e-01,6.889e-01) 9.107e-01 (8.835e-01,9.338e-01)

1024 6.622e-01 (6.428e-01,6.780e-01) 9.217e-01 (9.048e-01,9.369e-01)
2048 6.618e-01 (6.483e-01,6.736e-01) 9.225e-01 (9.107e-01,9.333e-01)
4096 6.587e-01 (6.490e-01,6.678e-01) 9.253e-01 (9.172e-01,9.329e-01)
8192 6.645e-01 (6.582e-01,6.704e-01) 9.203e-01 (9.143e-01,9.259e-01)

16384 6.643e-01 (6.599e-01,6.685e-01) 9.205e-01 (9.164e-01,9.245e-01)
32768 6.647e-01 (6.615e-01,6.676e-01) 9.202e-01 (9.173e-01,9.231e-01)
65536 6.662e-01 (6.640e-01,6.682e-01) 9.188e-01 (9.167e-01,9.208e-01)

131072 6.670e-01 (6.655e-01,6.684e-01) 9.180e-01 (9.165e-01,9.194e-01)

TABLE S2. Inference of Golden Mean Process properties using MMAP, β = 4.

L hµ Cµ MAP Topology
1 7.221e-01 (9.729e-02,9.996e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.570e-01)
2 6.603e-01 (6.849e-02,9.992e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.954e-01)
4 8.116e-01 (3.066e-01,9.997e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.896e-01)
8 8.129e-01 (3.811e-01,9.995e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.600e-01)

16 8.141e-01 (4.787e-01,9.981e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.795e-01)
32 8.134e-01 (5.668e-01,9.830e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (7.324e-01)
64 6.636e-01 (5.842e-01,6.942e-01) 9.061e-01 (8.188e-01,9.622e-01) n2k2id5 (7.873e-01)

128 6.577e-01 (5.962e-01,6.929e-01) 9.198e-01 (8.666e-01,9.583e-01) n2k2id5 (9.971e-01)
256 6.684e-01 (6.316e-01,6.918e-01) 9.125e-01 (8.736e-01,9.433e-01) n2k2id5 (9.987e-01)
512 6.717e-01 (6.477e-01,6.889e-01) 9.108e-01 (8.836e-01,9.338e-01) n2k2id5 (9.994e-01)

1024 6.621e-01 (6.429e-01,6.781e-01) 9.217e-01 (9.046e-01,9.369e-01) n2k2id5 (9.997e-01)
2048 6.617e-01 (6.481e-01,6.735e-01) 9.226e-01 (9.108e-01,9.335e-01) n2k2id5 (9.998e-01)
4096 6.588e-01 (6.491e-01,6.677e-01) 9.253e-01 (9.172e-01,9.328e-01) n2k2id5 (9.999e-01)
8192 6.645e-01 (6.582e-01,6.705e-01) 9.202e-01 (9.143e-01,9.259e-01) n2k2id5 (1.000e+00)

16384 6.643e-01 (6.599e-01,6.685e-01) 9.205e-01 (9.164e-01,9.245e-01) n2k2id5 (1.000e+00)
32768 6.646e-01 (6.616e-01,6.677e-01) 9.202e-01 (9.173e-01,9.231e-01) n2k2id5 (1.000e+00)
65536 6.662e-01 (6.640e-01,6.682e-01) 9.188e-01 (9.167e-01,9.208e-01) n2k2id5 (1.000e+00)

131072 6.670e-01 (6.655e-01,6.684e-01) 9.180e-01 (9.165e-01,9.194e-01) n2k2id5 (1.000e+00)
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FIG. S1. Golden Mean Process, β = 4: Convergence of the posterior densities for Cµ (top) and hµ (bottom) as
a function of subsample length L using the set of all topological ε-machines with 1-5 states M (left column) and
the maximum a posteriori model MMAP (right column). In each panel, the black, dashed line indicates the true
value and the gray, solid line shows the posterior mean.
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FIG. S2. Golden Mean Process, β = 2: Convergence of the posterior densities for Cµ (top) and hµ (bottom) as
a function of subsample length L using the set of all topological ε-machines with 1-5 states M (left column) and
the maximum a posteriori model MMAP (right column). In each panel, the black, dashed line indicates the true
value and the gray, solid line shows the posterior mean. Contrast these panels with those in Figure S1, where the
penalty for structure is higher.
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FIG. S3. Golden Mean Process, β = 4: Joint distribution samples using the MAP model at the given lengths
instead of the full set of candidate models. Colors correspond to data subsample length, as in previous plots. The
MAP topology for L = 1 (light/beige) has one state and Cµ = 0, as indicated by the samples in the hµ − Cµ

plane. No Gkde approximation of these samples is provided due to this complete lack of variation.
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III. EVEN PROCESS: STRUCTURAL INFERENCE

TABLE S3. Inference of Even Process properties using M, β = 4.

L hµ Cµ
1 6.777e-01 (3.811e-02,9.994e-01) 1.480e-01 (0.000e+00,1.388e+00)
2 7.414e-01 (0.000e+00,9.997e-01) 2.222e-01 (0.000e+00,1.528e+00)
4 7.697e-01 (2.359e-01,9.996e-01) 1.191e-01 (0.000e+00,1.224e+00)
8 8.572e-01 (4.097e-01,9.998e-01) 1.249e-01 (0.000e+00,1.422e+00)

16 8.235e-01 (4.751e-01,9.998e-01) 3.080e-01 (0.000e+00,9.454e-01)
32 6.457e-01 (4.655e-01,9.616e-01) 6.909e-01 (0.000e+00,8.961e-01)
64 6.804e-01 (6.276e-01,6.942e-01) 8.746e-01 (7.675e-01,9.464e-01)

128 6.824e-01 (6.453e-01,6.942e-01) 8.854e-01 (8.166e-01,9.359e-01)
256 6.783e-01 (6.485e-01,6.939e-01) 8.993e-01 (8.568e-01,9.333e-01)
512 6.679e-01 (6.422e-01,6.868e-01) 9.151e-01 (8.890e-01,9.374e-01)

1024 6.756e-01 (6.602e-01,6.874e-01) 9.069e-01 (8.875e-01,9.243e-01)
2048 6.700e-01 (6.581e-01,6.801e-01) 9.144e-01 (9.016e-01,9.260e-01)
4096 6.666e-01 (6.578e-01,6.744e-01) 9.181e-01 (9.096e-01,9.263e-01)
8192 6.704e-01 (6.647e-01,6.757e-01) 9.142e-01 (9.080e-01,9.202e-01)

16384 6.666e-01 (6.623e-01,6.707e-01) 9.183e-01 (9.141e-01,9.225e-01)
32768 6.660e-01 (6.629e-01,6.689e-01) 9.189e-01 (9.160e-01,9.219e-01)
65536 6.657e-01 (6.635e-01,6.677e-01) 9.193e-01 (9.172e-01,9.213e-01)

131072 6.658e-01 (6.643e-01,6.672e-01) 9.192e-01 (9.177e-01,9.206e-01)

TABLE S4. Inference of Even Process properties using MMAP, β = 4.

L hµ Cµ MAP Topology
1 7.226e-01 (1.003e-01,9.996e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.570e-01)
2 8.426e-01 (3.541e-01,9.998e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (7.893e-01)
4 8.100e-01 (2.982e-01,9.997e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.721e-01)
8 9.027e-01 (5.764e-01,9.999e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.626e-01)

16 9.517e-01 (7.735e-01,9.999e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (6.023e-01)
32 6.316e-01 (4.650e-01,6.941e-01) 7.152e-01 (4.825e-01,8.861e-01) n2k2id7 (9.434e-01)
64 6.802e-01 (6.282e-01,6.942e-01) 8.728e-01 (7.690e-01,9.445e-01) n2k2id7 (9.941e-01)

128 6.823e-01 (6.456e-01,6.942e-01) 8.845e-01 (8.165e-01,9.351e-01) n2k2id7 (9.973e-01)
256 6.783e-01 (6.483e-01,6.939e-01) 8.991e-01 (8.566e-01,9.334e-01) n2k2id7 (9.989e-01)
512 6.681e-01 (6.426e-01,6.869e-01) 9.149e-01 (8.887e-01,9.370e-01) n2k2id7 (9.995e-01)

1024 6.757e-01 (6.604e-01,6.873e-01) 9.068e-01 (8.878e-01,9.241e-01) n2k2id7 (9.997e-01)
2048 6.700e-01 (6.581e-01,6.801e-01) 9.143e-01 (9.017e-01,9.260e-01) n2k2id7 (9.999e-01)
4096 6.666e-01 (6.579e-01,6.744e-01) 9.181e-01 (9.096e-01,9.262e-01) n2k2id7 (9.999e-01)
8192 6.704e-01 (6.647e-01,6.757e-01) 9.142e-01 (9.080e-01,9.202e-01) n2k2id7 (1.000e+00)

16384 6.666e-01 (6.623e-01,6.707e-01) 9.183e-01 (9.141e-01,9.224e-01) n2k2id7 (1.000e+00)
32768 6.660e-01 (6.629e-01,6.689e-01) 9.189e-01 (9.160e-01,9.219e-01) n2k2id7 (1.000e+00)
65536 6.657e-01 (6.635e-01,6.678e-01) 9.193e-01 (9.172e-01,9.213e-01) n2k2id7 (1.000e+00)

131072 6.658e-01 (6.642e-01,6.672e-01) 9.192e-01 (9.177e-01,9.207e-01) n2k2id7 (1.000e+00)
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FIG. S4. Even Process, β = 4: Convergence of the posterior densities for Cµ (top) and hµ (bottom) as a function
of subsample length L using the set of all topological ε-machines with one- to five-states M (left column) and
the maximum a posteriori model MMAP (right column). In each panel, the black, dashed line indicates the true
value and the gray, solid line shows the posterior mean.
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FIG. S5. Even Process, β = 2: Convergence of the posterior densities for Cµ (top) and hµ (bottom) as a function
of subsample length L using the set of all topological ε-machines with one- to five-states M (left column) and
the maximum a posteriori model MMAP (right column). In each panel, the black, dashed line indicates the true
value and the gray, solid line shows the posterior mean.
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FIG. S6. Even Process, β = 4: Samples of the joint distribution using the MAP model at the given lengths
instead of the full set of candidate models. Colors correspond to data subsample length, as in previous plots. The
MAP topology for L = 1 (light/beige) has one state and Cµ = 0, as indicated by the samples in the hµ − Cµ

plane. No Gkde approximation of these samples is provided due to this complete lack of variation.
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IV. SNS PROCESS: STRUCTURAL INFERENCE

TABLE S5. Inference of SNS Process properties using M, β = 4.

L hµ Cµ
1 6.780e-01 (3.817e-02,9.993e-01) 1.483e-01 (0.000e+00,1.325e+00)
2 7.425e-01 (0.000e+00,9.997e-01) 2.207e-01 (0.000e+00,1.525e+00)
4 7.698e-01 (2.398e-01,9.997e-01) 1.207e-01 (0.000e+00,1.225e+00)
8 7.781e-01 (3.449e-01,9.994e-01) 1.326e-01 (0.000e+00,1.357e+00)

16 7.952e-01 (2.702e-01,9.994e-01) 3.679e-01 (0.000e+00,2.084e+00)
32 7.555e-01 (4.978e-01,9.605e-01) 8.161e-02 (0.000e+00,8.579e-01)
64 7.228e-01 (5.935e-01,9.142e-01) 4.627e-01 (0.000e+00,1.043e+00)

128 6.808e-01 (6.365e-01,6.942e-01) 8.006e-01 (6.982e-01,8.808e-01)
256 6.756e-01 (6.411e-01,6.937e-01) 7.801e-01 (7.088e-01,8.407e-01)
512 6.799e-01 (6.562e-01,6.929e-01) 8.151e-01 (7.419e-01,1.390e+00)

1024 6.849e-01 (6.693e-01,6.931e-01) 9.021e-01 (7.717e-01,1.757e+00)
2048 6.827e-01 (6.701e-01,6.922e-01) 1.441e+00 (7.905e-01,2.219e+00)
4096 6.825e-01 (6.756e-01,6.896e-01) 1.787e+00 (1.673e+00,2.228e+00)
8192 6.828e-01 (6.782e-01,6.874e-01) 2.002e+00 (1.692e+00,2.233e+00)

16384 6.800e-01 (6.769e-01,6.832e-01) 2.198e+00 (2.168e+00,2.231e+00)
32768 6.789e-01 (6.766e-01,6.811e-01) 2.197e+00 (2.170e+00,2.229e+00)
65536 6.784e-01 (6.769e-01,6.800e-01) 2.199e+00 (2.174e+00,2.228e+00)

131072 6.788e-01 (6.777e-01,6.799e-01) 2.201e+00 (2.178e+00,2.230e+00)

TABLE S6. Inference of SNS Process properties using MMAP, β = 4.

L hµ Cµ MAP Topology
1 7.231e-01 (9.607e-02,9.996e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.570e-01)
2 8.414e-01 (3.462e-01,9.998e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (7.893e-01)
4 8.086e-01 (2.981e-01,9.997e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.721e-01)
8 8.136e-01 (3.826e-01,9.996e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (8.829e-01)

16 8.800e-01 (5.927e-01,9.997e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (7.774e-01)
32 7.665e-01 (5.040e-01,9.641e-01) 0.000e+00 (0.000e+00,0.000e+00) n1k2id3 (9.105e-01)
64 6.712e-01 (5.947e-01,6.942e-01) 7.842e-01 (6.406e-01,8.918e-01) n2k2id5 (5.301e-01)

128 6.803e-01 (6.370e-01,6.942e-01) 7.981e-01 (7.021e-01,8.756e-01) n2k2id5 (9.835e-01)
256 6.755e-01 (6.408e-01,6.937e-01) 7.786e-01 (7.083e-01,8.393e-01) n2k2id5 (9.953e-01)
512 6.804e-01 (6.600e-01,6.928e-01) 7.887e-01 (7.416e-01,8.313e-01) n2k2id5 (9.721e-01)

1024 6.858e-01 (6.746e-01,6.929e-01) 8.029e-01 (7.714e-01,8.321e-01) n2k2id5 (8.989e-01)
2048 6.871e-01 (6.801e-01,6.922e-01) 8.066e-01 (7.848e-01,8.273e-01) n2k2id5 (3.419e-01)
4096 6.826e-01 (6.760e-01,6.893e-01) 1.703e+00 (1.672e+00,1.733e+00) n4k2id3334 (1.336e-01)
8192 6.834e-01 (6.792e-01,6.877e-01) 1.709e+00 (1.687e+00,1.730e+00) n4k2id3334 (6.462e-02)

16384 6.800e-01 (6.769e-01,6.831e-01) 2.177e+00 (2.166e+00,2.188e+00) n5k2id22979 (8.630e-02)
32768 6.789e-01 (6.766e-01,6.810e-01) 2.176e+00 (2.169e+00,2.184e+00) n5k2id22979 (8.632e-02)
65536 6.784e-01 (6.769e-01,6.799e-01) 2.178e+00 (2.173e+00,2.184e+00) n5k2id22979 (8.560e-02)

131072 6.788e-01 (6.777e-01,6.798e-01) 2.181e+00 (2.177e+00,2.185e+00) n5k2id22979 (8.539e-02)
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FIG. S7. Simple Nonunifilar Source, β = 4: Convergence of the posterior densities for Cµ (top) and hµ (bottom)
as a function of subsample length L using the set of all topological ε-machines with one- to five-states M (left
column) and the maximum a posteriori model MMAP (right column). In each panel, the black, dashed line
indicates the true value and the gray, solid line shows the posterior mean.
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FIG. S8. Simple Nonunifilar Source, β = 2: Convergence of the posterior densities for Cµ (top) and hµ (bottom)
as a function of subsample length L using the set of all topological ε-machines with one- to five-states M (left
column) and the maximum a posteriori model MMAP (right column). In each panel, the black, dashed line
indicates the true value and the gray, solid line shows the posterior mean.
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FIG. S9. Simple Nonunifilar Source, β = 4: Joint distribution samples using the MAP model at the given lengths
instead of the full set of candidate models. Colors correspond to data subsample length, as in previous plots. The
MAP topology for L = 1 (light/beige) has one state and Cµ = 0, as indicated by the samples in the hµ − Cµ

plane. No Gkde approximation of these samples is provided due to this complete lack of variation.
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V. NUMBER OF ACCEPTING TOPOLOGIES FOR PROCESSES
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FIG. S10. Number of accepting topologies for each of example processes as a function of subsample length L. For
each, a set of ten data series was created and subsamples of length L were analyzed to determined the number
of binary-alphabet, one- to five-state topological ε-machines that had at least one valid path for that length.
(This would result in nonzero likelihood and posterior probability.) For each data series, a gray point is plotted.
Overlapping gray points, created by multiple data series with the same number of accepting topologies at the
given value of L generate a darker gray or black point. The horizontal lines indicate the total number of candidate
structures (36, 660, gray dashed line) and the asymptotic number of accepting topologies (solid, gray line). For
the Even Process (bottom, left panel), 3, 813 topologies were asymptotically accepting whereas the Golden Mean
Process (top, left panel) and Simple Nonunifilar Source (top, right panel) both had 6, 225.
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VI. MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI TOPOLOGIES

Figure S11 lists all MAP topologies encountered when inferring ε-machine structure using data from
the Even, Golden Mean, and SNS Processes. All processes had n1k2id3 (panel A) as the MAP topology
for small L, reflecting a preference for small structures when limited data is available. The Golden Mean
Process transitioned from n1k2id3 to n2k2id5 (panel B), the correct structure, at L = 64, as documented
in Table S2. In a similar manner, the Even Processes changed from n1k2id3 to n2k2id7 (panel C), the
correct structure, at data size L = 32, as shown in Table S4. The fact that these in-class ε-machine
structures quickly converge on the correct topology is perhaps expected. Predicting the sample size at
which this occurs, however, is not obvious.

The Simple Nonunifilar Source has a more complicated series of MAP topologies, starting with the
simple n1k2id3 and progressing through n2k2id5 (panel B), to n4k2id3334 (panel D) and, finally, to
n5k2id22979 (panel E) at data size 217. Of course, this out-of-class data source cannot be exactly
captured by the set of finite-state unifilar ε-machines considered here. Nonetheless, we expect the size
of the inferred model to increase if more data from the SNS were employed and a larger numbers of
states were allowed. It is important to note that the MAP structure in this case has very low posterior
probability. As discussed in the main text, the topology listed is one of five similar structures with nearly
equal posterior probabilities.
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FIG. S11. Maximum a posteriori topologies for the Golden Mean, Even, and SNS Process data series. Transitions
are only listed with emitted output symbol. Transition probabilities are inferred from data for states that have
more than one out-going transition. Transitions from states with only one out-going arc must have probability
one, by definition of the topology. Consult Tables S2, S4, and S6 to see when these structures corresponded to
the MAP topologies for the given data sources.
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